p. 30--points burned in P-39: OK? check w/ Rex Smith?

sounds OK technically, although he said a pre-flight inspection normally would include this @ distributor cap. (But cam is fuzzy)
possible:

The TSU interior linemen all call Ben "Lefty" because he's the left end. (The right end, Danzer, they only call "Danzer."))

--this wd characterize the linemen a bit.

changes needed:

--Friessen wd call him that in New Guinea.
--Prokosch "you're not a Jap at all" scene.
--ft ball scenes wd have to be amended, as I now have Ben @ right end.
--references to Prokosch & Angelides and for that matter Danzer need some variation of "right-side" or "right-hand of the line" side

checked - OK
Cass could call TPWP "Tepee Creepy" at some point
telex references:

make FIND changes with these in mind:

teleprinter
teleotype
wire clerk
wire copy
wire story

3 takes of a story (i.e., 3 pp.)
cut or change Ben's interior exclamations of "Christ" etc.? Some of my other male characters have had this same habit.

247 - Ben
266 - "

93 - out"
FIND bastards -> 4-Ben
   E -> 2
   10 - Ben intend? OK?
   65 - Jake: change, No
100 - Ben interior
118 - Ben
133 -
142 - Jake: change to "damn things"
151 - OK
162 - Ben interior
206 - o Danzen
211
218 - Ben o Japanese subs: change? No
228 - interior
240 - tradie gunner
277 - Ben intend
275 -
277 - "" "" Times than... change to name? No
cut or trim Ben's interior cussing? (similar to Owen's in Bucking.)
FIND and standardize gooney bird/gooney bird
shaking his head
ch. 1--fixed
ch. 2--40
ch. 3--67
ch. 4--0
ch. 5--p. 109
7.135 fixed
FIND checks:

sonofabitching

chs 1-2: 0
ch. 3: two (Jake) 67, 69
ch. 4: one (p. 88) 89- Ban !OK? 130 - Ban in Alaska. OK. 
ch. 5: one (p. 150) 151 - Joe

pp. 158-218: 0
p. 224: one (Animal)
p. 217: one (Ben) in southern: change;
284 - Ban to Colonel: change? done
321 - Ban intand: change? 014
check whether MacArthur was General of the Army at Leyte. No - changed
FIND unwired 37-Bar
94-
237-Bar
OK
FIND TPWP & Tepee Weepy; cite it in full, Threshold Press War Project, a time or two in mid-book.
ran FIND on platoon in Angelides' ch., changing it to unit, outfit, etc.
million-dollar wound
127 - Katya
203 - Freiheit
158 - Freiheit's death
243 - Funeral
362 - Dan

OK
Ben during our night

shot at by experts.

He had been...and felt less 00 that this.

scared
In such country, they both knew, it was perpetually about 5 minutes to winter.
Jake

Katya calls him "Yakov" (or some diminutive?); otherwise, the "J" would have to be an approximate "sh" or "zh"?
Cloyce tells Ben his passion (involvement?) w/ football reminds her of ballerina in Beverly Hills n'hood where she grew up.
Lady Bracknell?

Mrs. Malaprop?

Regina?

a Thornton Wilder play?

Saroyan?
p. 82—Seeley Lake & Mission Mtns beyond OK?
Blanchard & Davis: who scored or not?

1 touchdown opposed.

Encyc. Amcna:
Rockies are visible from Vaughn, barely but sufficiently.
p. 23, Animal's death, changed: "Angelides' lifeboat will have to be for others."
Angelides:

stinking (favorite adj.? ) use this just enough to establish it
Manchester, 315—

"Wounded marines call for corpsmen, not medics."
FIND breath and breathing (as in "drew a deep breath")

12 - draw a deep breath
16 - breathe & breathe (not good but keep)

37 - taking a breath in my chest
39 - catch breath : CHANGE to wind
41 - breath of wind or sea
42 - running under breath
45 - in . . . breath (change ?)
47 - breath on his face
51 - breath of sand
77 - pain or breath
189 - breath in relief : exhaled ?
128 - caught enough breath
197 - last breath of breeze
122 - except for breath
136 - breath knocked out
214 - gulpy pain
214 - next breath
207 - breath (stopping) gut wrenching
214 - up a deep breath
Breathe

214 - wind breathing on neck
215 - hot breath of breath
217 - "take a deep breath"
217 - in same breath
219 - hot breathing presence
254 - S’s breathing one
257 - under his breath / muttered profoundly grumbled
298 - telling of breath
316 - by a deep breath
329 - like a catch of...
333 - breath omitted

-og of breath

change? gradually
FIND savage and savagely
1-236
224-244 O
45-71 O
hair-raising
147 - savage grating sound
206 savage words of telegram
216 B savagely murder
252 Savage destruction (change?)
304 determined
FIND regularly

ch. 1 - 0
ch. 2 - 0
ch. 3 - p. 49 Cass
ch. 4 - p. 97 Ben
ch. 5 - 0

97
25 - Board ... thirty
195 - Weekly Country
246
FIND check

grim/grimly/grimness

1-23.0
2-31-44.0
45-71 OK

159 - grimness
252 - grim file
257 - grimly

337 - grim shadow

37 - grimaced wincing
28 - hid under, shed at water... made a face
150 - grimaced: winced
186 - Grimacing Cham, holding mine out
35 - shed out & grimaced rolled his shoulders
240 - Grimacing
281 - coats grimaced
354 - grimaced as usual/turned up his nose

310 - coats straightened her back

150
FIND pore/pores

1-23-0
24-440
45-710

208 - porrd over
233 - wr/very pore
246 - drn these pores: skin? hide
281 - agmat my pores
FIND bemused
1-23 0
24-44 0
45-71 0
173 - A shred bemused
279 - Of bemused gaze pronunciation
361 - Can bemused?
run FIND on "peered"

ch 1 - 0
ch. 2 - p. 32 — general
ch. 3 - 0
ch. 4 - 0
ch. 5 - 135

109 - Ben peered
193 - he peered across?

385 - clerk peered! squinted? shimmied
FIND pursed

299 - Bill pursed
314 - Ban " a smile
pad and pencil for Ben (instead of notebook)

- ch.1 - O
- ch.2 - O
- ch.4 - O
- ch.5 - O

SAVORED

- ch.2 - O
- ch.3 - P.56
- ch.4 - O
- ch.5: 13%, fixed
change Prokosch's hometown from Zurich to Dunkirk, so Ben and Jake can be driving the road down from Shelby, w/ the Rockies in sight to the west.
FIND on tweaked

--Ben. p. 94
1-23 0
21-44 0
45-71 0
303 - Maurice tweaked more
cocked p. 10 Bill... head OK
p. 11: one (Bill) cocked a look
ch. 3: p. 70, cocked an ear OK
ch. 5, p. 102, cocked a significant ear

p. 206: cocked an ear (Danzer) took a listening pose/knurled an ear
p. 210: cocked a look (Danzer)
262 - cocked a canny looke threw
354 - inclined pound
FIND cast and casting (as in "cast a look")

9.30 - cast a glance Tom Harry glanced

45-71-0

145 Can, cast of Clubs cast a look
196 thomson, cast cast a glance

315 Can @inacta, cast a passing PA

95 - D ex tooth
172 - G "quest border"
250 - " immediate type
369 - " sent
FIND bleary
blearily
p.19
45-71-0
328 Take a break...
FIND wagging his head

1.22
24-44 0
45-71 0

641 #men wagging... @ each report
645 #men wagging again

299 Tom Harry wagged
FIND hallucinating
change an earlier use instead of p. 394?

p. 134 imagining
p. 154 imagining
Grandpa Grady instead of Grandma?
WWII projects like TPWP: lumber instead of timber
shd Cass in cockpit say "Roger" instead of "acknowledged"?
Air Corps? (instead of Air Force?)

4)  Corn  
1x - Warden  A = Eta  Phi 04  
2x - Corps

6r) 24x - 

26x - Air Transport Command
31x - Corps or service
leader
30 - commanding officer
46 - lead pilot
48 - commander
73 - to command
Ch. 1, change "Slick Vic" because it's later used on Danzer as "Slick Nick"
--in destroyer meal scene, change Ben's remark "You couldn't want the burden of
being him" to..."being Slick Nick."
His head

2 - Ban w shake...
40 - "Noook"

?67 - Jake was shaking OK

81 - Ban shook

→98 B: Shaking

→103 - Vic shook want a private look

128 - Jake shook... in disbelief

→157 - change clock of war turning (mind)

162 - Bill shook

→204 - change tried out dialogo (enrèn ear)

→237 - Ban shook directed at a age alderman

→255 - chief shook thought almost chit

→263 - Senator Bill shook

→277 - his mind

→290 - cop shook his head inclined
Cass: dark brown hair on p. 73; brunette w/ hazel eyes, p. 29. OK?

die / OK
check Philo Vance mysteries for 1944  OK
p. 15—make Vic's division OK with where he was wounded. (Sicilian countryside)
FIND battalion etc. and make it regiment for Dan's outfit.
make sure the last $\frac{1}{2}$ of the bk has some of the short insert rhythms as on p. 37:

"Nothing wanted to cooperate today."
check "divine wind" means kamikaze; Sea of Thunder?
maiden pee: sub for horse piss if Ben ever refers to a coma cola drink that way.

Can't find - must have run out